Topical bibliography

African Americans


**Agriculture, agribusiness, agritourism**


Alabama


**Anchor industries**


**Appalachia**


**Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) and other regional development initiatives**


**Appreciative Inquiry**


**Arts, crafts, culture, heritage music**


**Asian Americans and Asian immigrants**


**Asset-based community development (ABCD), asset mapping, collective impact**
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Australia


Blue economy


Brain drain


Plane, David A., Christopher J. Henrie, & Marc J. Perry. 2005. Migration up and down the urban hierarchy and across the life course. Proceedings of the National Academy of


**Breweries, micro-breweries, craft beer, wine, marijuana**


Brownfields


**Canada**


Capacity-building, social capacity


Charter schools, vouchers, and other “choice” education programs


**Childcare**
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**Churches, faith-based organizations**


**Climate change**


**Clusters, industrial clusters, Michael Porter, agglomerations, “third wave” policies**


**Community**


**Community capitals framework**


**Community development, community economic development**


**Community development corporations**


**Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), community development financial institutions (CDFI), community development loan funds**
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**Cooperatives**


Corruption


Creative class, creative community, Richard Florida
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“Curse” of natural resources
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Data resources


Decentralization, devolution: responsibility from federal to state and local levels


Depopulation, right-sizing, shrinking cities


Development from below/within


**Digital divide, broadband, information economy**


**Disasters, disaster recovery**


**Discrimination**


**Dispersal, deconcentration, relocation, housing, the Gautreaux Program**


**Downtown development**


**Economic development: benchmarking, scorecards, dashboards**


**Economic development: definitions**
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### Economic development: Developing World
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**Economic development: history**


**Economic development: private sector emphasis**


**Economic development: public sector emphasis, regional planning, river basin model**
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**Economic gardening**


**Economic geography**
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**Education: general, human capital, capabilities**
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**Education: adult job-, technical-, and workforce-training**


Education: elementary school, high school, high school dropouts
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Education: higher education, colleges, universities


Mims, Steve, dir. 2016. *Starving the Beast: The Battle to Disrupt and Reform America’s Public Universities* [video documentary].


**Education: preschool, pre-K**
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**Education: scholarship programs, Kalamazoo Promise**
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Employment, jobs, labor, workforce


Employment subsidies, hiring locally


Entrepreneurship: education and networking

Entrepreneurship: financing


Entrepreneurship: general, entrepreneurial environment, entrepreneurial ecology


**Entrepreneurship: immigrants**


**Entrepreneurship: minority**
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Gittell, Ross, & J. Phillip Thompson. 2001. Making social capital work: Social capital and community economic development, in Susan Saegert, J. Phillip Thompson, & Mark


Entrepreneurship: rural


**Entrepreneurship: social**


**Enterprise zones, empowerment zones, “second wave” ED policies**


Environmental justice
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Harris, Kirk E. 2015. Because we can doesn’t mean we should and if we do: Urban communities, social and economic justice, and local economic-development-driven eminent domain practices. *Economic Development Quarterly* 29(3): 245–261.


Equity, equality, social mobility


Farmers markets, local food, community gardens


**Food: food deserts; food access, security, availability; diet**


**Forestry**


**“Fracking,” hydraulic fracturing**


**Gambling, gaming industry, lotteries, bingo**


Harlan, Chico. 2015. An opportunity gamed away: For a county in the Deep South that reaped millions from casino business, poverty is still its spin of the wheel. *Washington


**Gentrification**


**Globalization**


**Great Plains**


**Growth pole policies**


**Happiness**


**Health, mental health, medical industry**
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Historic preservation


Homelessness


Immigrants


**Import substitution, localism**


**Incarceration, returned criminal offenders**


Incentives, industrial incentives, “first wave” ED policies


**Incubators: business/industrial**
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**Inequality, inequity**


**Informal economy**
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**Inner cities**


Economic Development for Everyone

2016: https://ntrl.ntis.gov/NTRL/dashboard/searchResults/titleDetail/PB2005106459.xhtml.


**Jobs to people or people to jobs, place prosperity vs. people prosperity, migration and reverse migration within the US**


**Latinos, Hispanics**


Living wage


**Louisiana, New Orleans**


**Manufacturing and deindustrialization**


**Metropolitan regions, edge cities, polycentric cities**


**Microenterprise, microlending**


**Migration, within the US**


**Minority populations, in general**


**Mississippi**


Native Americans, American Indians, Inuit, Métis, Hawaiians


**Neighborhood effects**
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New urbanism, smart growth, smart code, land use planning


**Participatory mapping**


**Participatory research, advocacy planning, equity planning, consensus-based community development, action research, participatory action research**


**Place-based policies vs. people-based policies, growth poles**
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Poverty


**Poverty: poor or low-income communities, concentrated poverty**


**Poverty: measures and definitions**


Fessler, Pam. 2016. Researchers find surprising results after testing a new way to measure poverty. *National Public Radio*. May 19:


Poverty: voluntary


Predatory lending


**Pro-poor tourism**


Torres, Rebecca M., & Janet H. Momsen. 2004. Challenges and potential for linking tourism and agriculture to achieve pro-poor tourism objectives. Progress in Development
Recreational trails


**Redevelopment, revitalization**


**Regionalism, regional equity, regional ED cooperation**
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Regional development


Resilience


**Retail, medical and other services**
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**Retirement, bedroom, and second-home communities**


**Rural communities**


**Rustbelt**


**Sense of place, rootedness, place attachment**


Tuan, Yi-Fu. 1977. Space and Place. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.

Small business


Social capital, community capitals
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**Spatial mismatch, mobility (people to jobs), transportation**


**Strategy and associated concepts**


**Suburbs**


Joassart-Marcelli, Pascale, & Nina Martin. 2015. Migrant civil society: Shaping community and citizenship in a time of neoliberal reforms, in Stephen N. Haymes, Maria
Economic Development for Everyone


Sustainable development and planning, sustainability, green economy


**Sustainable development: triple bottom line**


Sustainable energy and conservation


Sustainable livelihoods


**Tax increment financing (TIF)**
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**Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), other river basin regional development projects**


Tourism: general


**Tourism: agritourism**


**Tourism, dark; death tourism**


**Tourism: eco, sustainable, geo**


**Tourism: pro-poor**


**Tourism: volunteer**


**Unions**


**UK**


**Urban communities**


**Urban geography**


**Wal-Mart, big box store effect**


**Wealth creation**


**Welfare and welfare reform**


Becerra, David. 2015. The effects of neoliberal capitalism on immigration and poverty among Mexican immigrants in the United States, in Stephen N. Haymes, Maria V. de


**Women**


**Working poor, near poor, missing class**


**Zoning: Exclusionary and inclusionary**
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